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**Abstract.**
This study aims to describe the local keraifan in the tradition of *mbababeloselambar* in the karo community in the village of TanjungLangkat, sub-district of Sal Api, district of Langkat Povinsi North Sumatra. Local wisdom in the tradition of *mbababeloselambar* can be seen in each of the stages that exist in the tradition. Local wisdom is a cultural heritage that always exists in a tradition and can be preserved for generations to come. The method used in this tradition is the qualitative method. The data used in this research is local wisdom that exists in this tradition. The results of this study are there are five (5) local wisdoms that exist in the tradition of *mbababeloselambar*, namely hard work, kinship, courtesy, harmony, responsibility and commitment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

*Mbaba is not as delicious* is one of the traditions owned by the karo community. *Mbababeloselambar* is a ritual to propose to a girl, the marriage is carried out by the male side's family to the female side. This marriage ceremony was conducted to ask the willingness of the girl and her family. In this tradition, it does not only ask the willingness of the girl and her family but the willingness of Sembuyak, anakberu, singalobere-bere, and kalimbubu. *Mbababeloselambar* begins with the submission of the presentation skills by the men to the women. In this tradition, the men must prepare six kampils. The kampil contains cigarettes and betel tableware. The tradition of *mbababeloselambar* shows that the khanza culture of the Karo community is seen from a linguistic point of view and local wisdom that exists in each of its implementers.

Culture is never separated from the role of language and its preservation includes the tradition of *mbababeloselambar*. In every implementation of this tradition always has the role of language and also the preservation of culture. Language and cultural preservation can be studied with an anthropolinguistic approach. Anthropolinguistics is a science that examines language as a source of culture and speaking as a cultural practice (Duranti, 1997). Anthropology can be called ethnolinguistic studying language not only from its structure but more on its function and usage. Anthropolinguistic studies include examining kinship through kinship terms, color concepts, parenting patterns or examining how community members communicate with each other in certain situations such as in traditional ceremonies, then linking them to cultural concepts.

Local wisdom is the original wisdom or knowledge of a community that comes from the noble values of cultural traditions to regulate the order of people's lives (Sibarani, 2014: 115). If it is focused on cultural values it can also be defined in other ways. Local wisdom is a local cultural value that can be used to regulate the order of community life wisely and wisely. Local wisdom of a culture is belonging to a community whose attitudes and
It is important that people are ready to develop local potential and resources in making better changes. Values and cultures that are believed to be true become indifferent to the behavior of the local community. Humans have wisdom from three sources, namely cultural values called local wisdom from modern government regulations and from a religious perspective. Of the three sources of local wisdom, humans live their lives in the context of the interaction of the natural environment and the social environment. In his time, the two interaction spaces produced new values and norms that applied to the community and were different from the cultures of other communities.

Sibarani classifies local wisdom into two parts, namely local wisdom that is useful for improving welfare and local wisdom that is useful for creating peace can be seen in the following picture:

**II. METHODS**

The method used in this research is qualitative method. Qualitative method is a method used to examine the condition of natural objects and this qualitative research itself emphasizes meaning rather than generalization. This study also applies data analysis techniques using an interactive model proposed by Miels and Huberman (2014). The interactive model is a qualitative data analysis that is carried out interactively and continues until the data is clear. The interactive model applies three steps in analyzing data, namely, condensing data, presenting data and drawing conclusions and data verification. The following is a chart of the interactive model proposed by Miels and Huberman (2014):
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Local wisdom in the tradition of mbababeloselambar is an image of the Karo community in general who have highly upheld the values of brotherhood and kinship since ancient times. Local wisdom is a core part of the meaning of a tradition. Local wisdom is one of the core parts of a tradition. This type of local wisdom from the mbababeloselambar tradition generally functions as peace and well-being. The following are the types and explanations of local wisdom contained in the mbababeloselambar tradition:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Local culture</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Social solidarity and mutual cooperation</td>
<td>Social solidarity and mutual cooperation is one form of local keraifan owned by the Karo community. Social solidarity and mutual cooperation are found in the tradition of mbababeloselambar, which is to prepare for the mbababeloselambar event from the initial stage of the event until the method is completed. Beru children, kalimbubu, pembibin, singalobere-bere, they are people who have an important role in this tradition. They both prepare the event starting from the needs that will be used in the event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Kinship</td>
<td>Kinship in this tradition is how many family and relatives who have been invited and come in the implementation of the mbababeloselambar tradition. Traditional events are also a place to meet and gather for all extended families and as an event of friendship. Wijud from kinship in the tradition of mbaba, beloselambar, the number of families who have come and together they prepare the event until it ends well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>The discipline in this tradition is that the event is carried out on time, at 10.00-11.00 WIB. The Karo community highly upholds discipline in carrying out a tradition because discipline is very important in a tradition because discipline will make them always be blessed with blessings and sustenance from Allah SWT and provide happiness in their families.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4.  | Gratitude                                | Gratitude in the implementation of the tradition of mbababeloselambar is a sense of happiness, hope and prayer because their daughters do mbababelo as selambar with the boy of his choice. In addition to prayer and hope, symbolic
meaning is also found in some foods that exist in this tradition, such as cimpa and cipera. The meaning of cimpa and cipera is so that later they live happily together and live happily in their household, just like cimpa which tastes sweet so that they are always given happiness. With this tradition, we can also provide various sustenance for families and neighbors so that they are given abundant sustenance by the creator.

5. Cultural Preservation

Cultural preservation in the tradition of mbababeloselambar is a tradition held by the Karo community who also gets a candidate for the Karo community. This tradition is carried out as a form of happiness from the family. This tradition requires runggunmbababeloselambar consisting of kalimbubu, anakberu, singalobere-bere, and pembibin. In the implementation of this tradition they play an important role as long as the tradition lasts. The implementation of this tradition requires all guests present to wear the traditional karo cloth, namely uis. Karo traditional cloth (Uis) symbolizes that a tradition carried out by the karo community never differentiates between rank, position, or class when it is in the implementation of adat, their position is the same.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the tradition of mbaba belo selambar is a tradition in the karo community which has many meanings of local values and wisdom in it. Mbaba belo selambar is also a cultural heritage that must be preserved so that it can be carried out in today's modern era. In the implementation of the mbaba belo selambar tradition, there are five local wisdoms contained in it, namely social solidarity and mutual cooperation, kinship, discipline, gratitude and cultural preservation.
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